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A years worth of strips -- many with comments from Jerry and Rick. From the dark days of sleep deprivation
to the cacophony of a tri-kid family, Baby Blues reveals the true dark underbelly of parenting to the delight of
newspaper readers everywhere. Like a comic epidural, or butt cream on a raging diaper rash, this comic strip

has helped take some of the sting out of parenting for countless parents around the world. Baby Blues
transcends the comic page by fusing the award-winning imaginations of Rick Kirkman and Jerry Scott with
familiar family life. Kirkman and Scott intuitively balance the humorous with the poignant through relatable

and sometimes all-too-familiar parenting scenes.

Summary Short summary describing this issue. A married couple living in a quiet neighborhood with
notsoquiet neighbors discover the joys and the pains but mostly the pains of raising a newborn girl in a

notsoperfect world. p BB3X Baby Blues the Third Decade Bab.span a by Kirkman Ricka Scott Jerryaspan div
.

Adulttime

Nearly all main adult characters dislike Bunny and have frequently tricked her in . Adult Time 18.99. Totally
crushin on this stripes set from our new. Buy Adult Time No. Nursery Rhyme Baby Collection. Adult Time
Baby Blues Collection by Jerry Scott and Rick Kirkman 2018 Trade Paperback at the best online prices at.

Baby Blues is an American comic strip created and produced by Rick . From the dark days of sleep
deprivation to the cacophony of a trikid family Baby Blues reveals the true dark underbelly of parenting to
the delight of newspaper readers everywhere. Explore Mitchell MOOREs board GIRLS STILL WEARING
BABY DIAPERS followed by 289 people on Pinterest. We have free Baby Blues comic titles by Andrews

McMeel All these comics are free with a participating library card.
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